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Download the APK Black Desert Mobile file and start your adventure today. The best role-playing game on Android is ready to download to your device. ContentA we all know the most anticipated mobile version of Black Desert - Black Desert Mobile opened for download this year in Korea. And the more exciting thing is that the game is designed to expand
the impact on the international market this year.2018 is a year of graphics and gameplay that is different from the rest of the world. This is also the year when many PC games are transformed into mobile platforms like Tera, Blade &amp; Soul, and most recently Black Desert Online. Black Desert Online is one of the most beautiful MMORPG on pc. So when
Korean publisher Pearl Gap revealed on a mobile platform with a trailer showing graphics on the same level, even more beautiful than a PC made by players can not stand. At the Gamescom 2017 event in August, some information from Black Desert Mobile (검啦啦막啦바啦) was released by developer Pearl Abyss. The game is likely to start in Korea in
January 2018 and the current pre-registration has begun. Black Desert Mobile is not just a miniature version of the Black Desert. It's a whole new experience as well as a completely different gaming experience. PlotBlack Desert Mobile tells the story of the conflict between two conflicting nations, the Republic of Calcuphon and the Kingdom of Valencia.
Previously, the four main areas, the Calpheon, Serendia, Balenos, and Mediah were quiet. Things changed when traders from Valencia brought black plague, millions of people died. People realize that Valencia has done everything. The Calpheon formed a coalition and began its 30-year war. GameplayBasically, while playing the game, players will be
transformed into one of the five main classes: Valkyrie, Witch, Ranger, Warrior, Giant. These characters are very expressive, and help players easily guess the characteristics of each character. The game Black Desert Mobile has a certain difference, is the highlight that makes this game create its own magic. With a non-target mechanism similar to the PC
version, combined with a number of special skills that require the player to focus on the target (like Blade and Soul), along with jumping, dodging, will bring a wild battlefield with a crazy pace that you hardly find in other mobile gaming products. In Black Desert Mobile, players can use a total of 8 cells of skill. Since the number of skills is greater than the
available cells, the player must select their preferred skills and place them in the cells. Moving in the game is similar to the PC version, players can jog or ride a horse. In addition to graphics and high speed games, Black Desert Mobile also offers many other interesting features including pet training, gardening, gathering, fishing, and more. It is available
nature, allowing you to create rare items to use them or trade with other players. CharactersBlack Desert Mobile has been introduced to have five classes of characters including: Titan, Huntress, Paladin, Knight and most recently is Hashashin. Each character class has its own advantages and uses separate weapons. This creates their own advantages in
war. Some weapons are power-oriented, some are speed-oriented, and some can attack enemies at great distances. In general, the plot and gameplay are not very changed from the original version, but each character class has different equipment, weapons, combat skills and some special missions. In addition, Black Desert Mobile also allows you to
customize your character with a high level of detail. You can change height, body composition, hairstyle for details such as eye style, skin color, eyebrow length and more. Build your campFriends fighting against enemies, you can relax and have some fun with your own camp. There you can improve skills, build buildings, help workers expand and improve
the camp faster. Boss huntingBoss hunting is one of the most popular activities in Black Desert Mobile. Bosses often appear in specific locations around the world, and players can gather there at a time when boss friction in hopes of killing her. If you kill Boss, the player receives valuable rewards that have fallen to him. Kzarka is one of the most aspositous
Bosses. He is known as the Lord of Corruption. It will constantly seize opportunities to destroy the world. Don't let Kzarka reach his goal because you're here to kill him. GraphicsBlack Desert Mobile has a great graphics platform thanks to optimization as possible, the game also uses engine technology was used successfully above expectations on the Black
Desert PC version. Not only that, this MMORPG is also adding some content dedicated to the mobile platform, so players can look forward to a new experience completely different and unexpected. You will see the shape, the movement of each character is extremely flexible and beautifully beautiful, giving a strong impression on the viewer. It is soon likely
that Black Desert Mobile will become the best mobile game ever on the mobile platform. Download Black Desert Mobile APK for AndroidBlack Desert Mobile (검啦啦막啦바啦) includes 7 main activities: Open Field PvE, Invasion of War, Guild Boss, Labyrinth of Antiquities, World Boss, Defeat Mission, and PvP. The game will soon be released in Korea on
both iOS and Android platforms, followed by an international version. When the game is officially released, you can download games for both iOS and Android. Finally, Real Open-World for Mobile -TheGamer-Best Mobile MMO Games -MMORPG.com-Real MMO Experience -GamePress-Most Beautiful Fantasy MMO on Mobile Desert Mobile Official
Website] ��Black Desert Mobile◀Critically recognized MMO with players from over 150 countries around the world! Experience amazing adventures in the Black Desert on mobile.■ Breathtaking ActionPlay as 5 unique dynamic skill classes. Indulge in unparalleled, fast action and fight find only on Black Desert Mobile!■ Best graphics in the
MobileImmersive world with sophisticated, high-fidelity graphics! Take the original quality experience wherever you go on your phone.■ Express yourself with Extreme Character CustomizationSimple tools that give you a high degree of freedom to customize characters! Become your true self with customization options that push the boundaries of games.■
An infinite amount of content to create WorldVast's life content, including fishing and taming, along with your own camp for management and expansion. Trusted pets and horses make you company on your adventure. [Social media] Follow us on our social media for the latest news &amp; updates! Facebook : : : Minimum RAM requirements]2GB■ App
accessWe require permission to provide the following services while using the application. [Required permission] Photos/Media/Files: Used to store files or data relevant to gaming when the game is running and when uploading/taking screenshots. [How to change permissions]▶ Android 6.0 or higher: Settings &gt; Apps &gt; Choose permission settings &gt;
Permissions &gt; Set to allow or reject▶ Under Android 6.0: Upgrade your operating system to change settings, or remove an app※ The app may not provide other options to change permissions by itself, but can always be done using the above method.※ If the operating system is a version lower than Android 6.0, then you cannot change the permission
settings for individual applications. We recommend that you upgrade to 6.0 or more.※ If you disable permission for the required access, this may disrupt resources or cause you to not be able to log in to the game. [Die offizielle BDM-Webseite] ��Black Desert Mobile◀Das Spiel, das in 150 Ländern auf der ganzen Welt die Herzen der Spieler erobert hat!
Fiebert mit, es erwarten Euch bei Black Desert Mobile eine atemberaubende Grafik und spannende Abenteuer.■ Packende Action und bezaubernde AnimationenSpielt von Euch individuell erstellte Charactere in beeindruckenden Kämpfen.Genießt überwältigende Animationen, die das Image eines Handyspiels hinter sich lassen. Stürzt Euch in fantastische
Kämpfe, die Eure Vorstellungskraft übersteigen.■ Herausragende Handy-GrafikEine unglaublich realistische, detailreiche Grafik! Durchschreitet die wunderschönen from the original game and also meets the enchanting characters in the mobile game. detailed customization optionsO create your very individual character in simple steps! With our editing
options, you can create your own personal character for the mobile game. Content that covers the whole worldLeaver, custom camp and many other interesting content await you. Let animal companions help you and ride horses through your adventures. The world of the Black Desert offers you more than just the joy of fighting. [Social media] He receives the
latest news on social media. Facebook : : : Memory (RAM) Minimum requirements]2GB. Application information To use this application, you must allow access to the following points. [Necessary access] Images / Media / Files Memory: To save the game, as well as videos or screenshots of the game on your mobile phone, we need access. [Un access]▶
From Android 6.0: App settings &gt; &gt; espers access &gt; access list &gt; chooses whether to accept or reject.▶ Earlier versions than Android 6.0: Upgrade your operating system and un access or remove the app. We recommend that you use Android 6.0 or later versions for the game. Limited.
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